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Abstract

The microstructure evolution during solution treatment at (alpha+beta) two phase region and subsequent aging process at 620 ˚C,
after compressing the specimen in beta structure to different strain (0-70%) followed by cooling to room temperature has been
investigated. Deformation strain hardly affects the total volume fraction of alpha phase after the solution treatment and aging
process. On the other hand, with an increase in deformation strain, the volume fraction of the primary alpha phase increased
although secondary alpha phase decreased, during the aging process, scuhdecrease in secondary alpha phase volume fraction
results in a decrease in the strength. The loss of coherency of alpha/beta interphase boundaries at higher deformation strain
promoted by dynamic recovery increases the interfacial mobility; which results in faster growth of primary alpha, thereby
decreases secondary alpha precipitation.

1. Introduction

Ti-17(Ti-5Al-2Sn-2Zr-4Mo-4Cr(mass%)) is a  metastable beta (β) Ti-alloy primarily used in the aerospace industry for parts such
as compressor and turbine discs, because of its excellent combination of tensile strength, fracture toughness and combined
strength, and low cycle fatigue capabilities [1, 2]. The typical processing route followed for such titanium alloys consists of, series
of hot working in β structure above or below the β transus temperature (Tβ) and followed by (alpha+beta) solution treatment and
the aging process. During this processing, the precipitation of alpha (α) phase occurs, whose morphology, volume fraction, size
and distribution depend upon the processing parameters, which inherently influence the properties of the Ti-17 alloy [3, 4]. So, it is
essential to understand the microstructure evolution during thermomechanical processing to control the mechanical properties of
Ti-17 alloy. Most of the previous studies were focused on the microstructure evolution during hot compression [5,6,7] and
subsequent cooling to room temperature [8, 9]. However, very few researches have been conducted to understand the effect of hot
deformation conditions on the microstructure evolution during subsequent solution treatment and aging. In the present study, the
effect of deformation strain on the microstructure evolution during solution treatment and aging is investigated.

2. Materials and experiments

The chemical composition of the Ti-17 alloy used in this study is Ti-5.1Al-3.9Mo-4.0Cr-2.0Zr-2.0Sn-0.1O (in mass %). The β
transus temperature is 880ºC, which is calculated using the ThermoCalc. A cylindrical sample of 12 mm in height and 8 mm in
diameter were cut from the center region of the as- received hot forged disk and the thermomechanical processing shown in Fig.1
were conducted.

 Fig.1 Thermomechanical processing of the Ti-17 alloy

 The microstructures of the as-received hot forged sample were very heterogeneous. In order to, avoid the effect of such
heterogeneity, the cylindrical sample was solutionized at 900ºC, slightly above the β transus temperature for 10 min initially, to
obtain homogenous β microstructure and cooled down to 800ºC and compressed to 0%, 30%, 50% and 70% reduction in height, at
a constant initial strain rate of 0.0033 s-1 using thermomechanical simulator Thermechmastor-Z. The hot compressed samples were
subsequently cooled down to room temperature at a cooling rate of 1ºC/s (Def.Cooled). Those deformed and cooled samples were
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subjected to solution treated at 800ºC for 4hr followed by water quenching (ST) and then aged at 620ºC for 8hr and water
quenched (STA). The solution treatment and aging treatment were performed using a salt bath.

All microstructural characterizations were carried out with observation on the plane parallel to compression axis, using optical
microscopy (OM), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) techniques.  The total
fraction of the α  phase (Vtotal) was quantified using X-ray diffraction from the homogenous microstructure region at the center of
the thermomechanically processed samples. The volume fraction of the primary a phase (Vprim-a) by the point counting method
and then the volume fraction of the secondary a (Vsecond-a) was evaluated as Vsecond-a = Vtotal -Vprim-a.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Microstructure of deformed and cooled specimens

Figure 2 shows the microstructure evolution in the deformed and cooled specimens. In the 0% deformed and cooled specimen
(Fig.2a), the interior of the β grain hardly shows α precipitation and most of α are observed close to β grain boundaries. The a
phase precipitated at the β grain boundaries is mostly in the film shape than globular (GBα), whereas in the Widmanstätten plate α
(Wα) forms close to b grain boundaries and also very fine in size as highlighted by the inset. Deformation at 800˚C upto 70% does
not induce recrystallization of β except very limited fine grain formation at β grain boundaries. 

Fig.2. Microstructure of the deformed and cooled specimens (SEM).

At 30% Def. Cooled condition (Fig.2b), α precipitation is promoted by deformation, and most of the original β  grain is covered
by the a  phase. Also, GBα becomes spheroidizied, whereas the Wα found near the β grain boundaries are slightly coarsened
compared to grain interior. At 70% Def. Cooled condition (Fig.2c), the Wα becomes coarser than that of 30% Def Cooled one
(Fig.2c) because the higher deformation strain raised the formation temperature of Wα during subsequent cooling [10]. Therefore
the difference of the Wα thickness at the prior b grain boundaries and within the β grain is smaller. Subgrain boundaries introduced
by deformation act as the nucleation sites for α precipitation resulting in the higher formation temperature of Wα.

3.2 Microstructure evolution during solution treatment and the aging process  

Figure 3a-c shows the effect of strain on the microstructure evolution during solution treatment. In the case of solution treated
specimen without deformation (0% Def. Cooled + ST) (Fig.3a), dissolution and coarsening of α phase occurred in the region close
to β grain boundaries, where a phase is observed before ST; but new precipitation of α phase occurred in the interior of β grain.  In
the deformed cooled and solution treated specimens (Def.Cooled + ST), a significant amount of α phase is dissolved and also
remained α is coarsened (Fig.3b and 3c). Though microstructure of the 70% Def. Cooled specimen is coarser (Fig.1d) than 30%
Def. Cooled specimen (Fig.1b), the subsequent ST microstructure (Fig.3c) becomes quite similar in the two specimens.  Figure 3d-
f shows the effect of strain the microstructure evolution during the aging process. A significant amount of finer α is precipitated in
β matrix surrounded by coarse Wα in all the aged specimens.. Hereafter, α phase exists after ST is called as primary α and finer α
formed during subsequent STA is called as secondary α. It is seen that secondary α is coarser at higher strain.
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Fig.3. Microstructure evolution during solution treatment and the aging of the deformed and cooled specimens (SEM)

Fig.4. Effect of strain on (a) total a fraction, (b) thickness of Wa, (c) hardness and secondary a fraction during processing.

 The quantified microstructure and hardness results are summarized in Fig.4. After ST, the total α fraction decreased in all the
deformed specimens compared to Def.Cooled conditions, except in the case of UnDef.Cooled specimen where the α fraction found
to be increased (Fig.4a). After STA, the total α fraction increased in all the specimens compared to ST. It is also observed that the
total α fraction obtained after ST and STA observed nearly independent on the deformation strain, though the total α fraction in
deformed cooled specimen depends upon the deformation strain. Furthermore, it is found that total α fraction after ST and STA is
consistent with the equilibrium volume fraction value predicated by the empirical equation, Equ.Vα= 80.6{1-exp [6.834x10-3(T-
880)]} fitted with the observation [11].  The obtained results suggested that 4hrs at 800 ˚C (ST) and 8hrs at 620 ˚C (STA) is
sufficient to reach the equilibrium fraction.

After ST, the thickness of the primary Wα increased in all the specimen compared to Def.Cooled conditions, but the deformation
strain has a lesser effect on the thickness. However, during subsequent STA, the thickness of the primary Wα found to be increased
especially at higher strain (Fig.4b). Moreover, thickening of the primary Wα during STA resulted in an increased fraction of the
primary α and decreased secondary α fraction in the 70% Def. Cooled + STA compared to 30% Def.Cooled + STA (Fig.4c). It is
also found that the decrease in secondary α fraction resulted in a decrease in measured hardness value (Fig.4c).

3.3 Effect of deformation strain on Burgers orientation relationship (B-OR) 

Microstructure observation shown in Figs.3-4, presented that the deformation strain has a strong effect on the secondary α
fraction through the enhanced thicknening of primary Wα, is explained as follow. One possible reason is that the deformation
strain affecting the elemental partitioning behavior between α and β during ST. However, we confirmed that deformation strain did
not show any noticeable effect on the element partitioning behavior in ST specimens. So the driving force for secondary α
precipitation is the same in all the specimens at the beginning of the aging. Another possibility is the effect of deformation strain
on the α/β interphase boundary character. It is well known that the α/β interphase satisfies Burgers orientation relationship (B-OR)
which is given below [12],
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  The interphase boundaries holding B-OR is highlighted as the black line in the phase map of Def.Cooled+ ST specimens
deformed to a different amount of strain is shown in Fig.5. 

Fig.5. Effect of strain on fraction of the B-OR in Def.Cooled + ST specimens.

 It can be seen that the fraction of interphase boundaries with B-OR significantly decreased by increasing the strain from 30% to
70%. It indicates that the higher deformation strain decreases the fraction of B-OR fraction. Because an increase in deformation
strain results in larger orientation spread in b matrix. Upon cooling after deformation and during subsequent solution treatment, the
Wα alpha loses B-OR during its growth in the β matrix contains high misorientations. During STA, the loss of such coherent
interphase boundaries increases the mobility of the α/β boundary, which promotes the growth of primary α. Therefore, higher
interphase mobility in the deformed specimen is the primary reason for the observed increase in primary α fraction and
corresponding decrease in secondary α fraction and thickening of primary Wα during aging. It is expected that the resultant change
in secondary α fraction affect the strength after the aging treatment.  

 4. Conclusion

In a Ti-17 alloy, the microstructure evolution during solution treatment and the aging processes was studied afterdeformation
below the beta transus temperature. The following conclusions are obtained,

1) Deformation strain hardly affects the total volume fraction of α phase during solution treatment and the aging process, which is
well consistent with the equilibrium values at solution treatment and also aging temperatures.

2) Increase in the deformation strain decreases the volume fraction of secondary α and increases the fraction of primary α during
aging presumably due to enhanced growth of primary α derived by the loss of interface coherency.
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